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HOMOGENEOUS HOLOMORPHIC HERMITIAN
PRINCIPAL BUNDLES OVER HERMITIAN
SYMMETRIC SPACES
INDRANIL BISWAS AND HARALD UPMEIER
Abstract. We give a complete characterization of invariant in-
tegrable complex structures on principal bundles defined over her-
mitian symmetric spaces, using the Jordan algebraic approach for
the curvature computations. In view of possible generalizations,
the general setup of invariant holomorphic principal fibre bundles
is described in a systematic way.
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1. Introduction
The classification of hermitian holomorphic vector bundles, or more
general holomorphic principal fibre bundles, over a complex manifold
M is a central problem in algebraic geometry and quantization the-
ory, e.g. for a compact Riemann surface M. In geometric quantization,
where M = G/K is a co-adjoint orbit, G-invariant principal fibre bun-
dles have been investigated from various points of view [Bo, Ra, OR].
In case M is a hermitian symmetric space of non-compact type, a
complete characterization of invariant integrable complex structures
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on principal bundles over M was obtained in [BM] (for the unit disk)
and [Bi] (for all bounded symmetric domains).
The main objective of this paper is to treat the dual case of com-
pact hermitian symmetric spaces, and to show that the compact case
(as well as the flat case) leads to exactly the same characterization,
resulting in an explicit duality correspondence for invariant integrable
complex principal bundles (with hermitian structure) between the non-
compact type, the compact type and the flat type as well. The proof
is carried out using the Jordan theoretic approach towards hermitian
symmetric spaces [Lo, FK]. Of course, the traditional Lie triple system
approach could be used instead, but Jordan triple systems (essentially
the hermitian polarization of the underlying Lie triple system) make
things more transparent and somewhat more elementary.
More importantly, the Jordan triple approach leads in a natural way
to more general complex homogeneous (non-symmetric) manifoldsG/C
where C is a proper subgroup of K. These manifolds are fibre bundles
over G/K with compact fibres given by Jordan theoretic flag manifolds.
Again, there exists a duality between such spaces of compact, non-
compact and flat type, and in a subsequent paper [BU] the duality
correspondence for invariant fibre bundles, proved here in the hermitian
symmetric case C = K, will be studied in the more general setting. In
view of these more general situations, the current paper describes the
general setup for homogeneous holomorphic principal fibre bundles in a
careful way, specializing to the symmetric case only in the last section.
As a next step beyond the classification, its dependence on the un-
derlying complex structure on M is of fundamental importance. While
the hermitian symmetric case G/K has a unique G-invariant complex
structure, the more general flag manifold bundles G/C have an inter-
esting moduli space of invariant complex structures. It is a challenging
problem whether this moduli space carries a projectively flat connex-
ion (with values in the vector bundle of holomorphic sections) similar
to the case of abelian varieties, [Mu], [We], or Chern-Simons theory
[ADW], [Wi].
From the geometric quantization point of view, it is also of interest to
describe the spaces of holomorphic sections, given by suitable Dolbeault
operators, in an explicit way.
2. Homogeneous H-bundles
Let M be a manifold and G a connected real Lie group, with Lie
algebra g, acting smoothly on M. Denoting the action G×M →M by
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(a, x) 7→ a(x), we define RMx : G→ M , x ∈M , by
RMx (a) = a(x) ∀ (a, x) ∈ G×M.
LetH be a connected complex Lie group; its Lie algebra will be denoted
by h. Fix a maximal compact subgroup L ⊂ H ; all such subgroups are
conjugate in H. The Lie algebra of L is denoted by l. Let Q be a C∞
principal H-bundle over M, with projection π : Q → M = Q/H. The
free action Q × H → Q is written as (q, b) 7→ qb. Define RQb : Q → Q
and LQq : H → Q by
RQb q = L
Q
q b = qb ∀ (q, b) ∈ Q×H.
Then π ◦RQb = π and ker(dπ)q ⊂ TqQ is the “vertical” subspace of the
tangent space TqQ at q ∈ Q. We call Q an equivariant H-bundle if
there is a C∞ action G × Q → Q, denoted by (a, q) 7→ aq, such that
π(aq) = aπ(q) and
a(qb) = (aq)b.
Define LQa : Q→ Q and RQq : G→ Q by
LQa q = R
Q
q a = aq ∀ (a, q) ∈ G×Q.
Then LQa ◦ RQb = RQb ◦ LQa and π ◦ LQa = LMa ◦ π for all a ∈ G, b ∈ H.
A hermitian structure on a principal H-bundle Q is a principal
subbundle P ⊂ Q with structure group L, i.e., we have
RQb : P → P ∀ b ∈ L
and the action of L on the fibre Px is transitive for all x ∈M . We also
say that (Q,P ) is a hermitian H-bundle. An equivariant hermitian
H-bundle is an equivariant H-bundle Q endowed with a hermitian
structure P ⊂ Q such that G · P = P, i.e., we have
LQa P = P ∀ a ∈ G.
In this case P becomes an equivariant L-bundle. When G acts transi-
tively onM , we callQ a homogeneousH-bundle. In the homogeneous
case, fix a base point o ∈M and put
K = {k ∈ G | k(o) = o}.
Then M = G/K. The Lie algebra of K will be denoted by k.
The following proposition is straight-forward to prove.
Proposition 2.1. Let f : K → H be a (real-analytic) homomorphism.
Consider the quotient manifold
Q := G×K,f H
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consisting of all equivalence classes
〈g|h〉 = 〈gk−1|f(k)h〉, (2.1)
with g ∈ G, h ∈ H and k ∈ K. (This bracket notation is used to avoid
confusion with the commutator bracket.) Then Q becomes a homoge-
neous H-bundle, with projection π(g|h) = g(o) = RMo (g). The action
of (a, b) ∈ G×H is given by
a〈g|h〉b = 〈ag|hb〉.
If in addition, f(K) ⊂ L, we obtain a hermitian homogeneous principal
H-bundle
P := G×K,f L ⊂ Q := G×K,f H.
In the set-up of Proposition 2.1, the maps LQa : Q → Q and RQg|h :
G→ Q have the form
LQa 〈g|h〉 = RQg|h(a) = 〈ag|h〉.
For any ℓ ∈ H , let
IHℓ h = ℓhℓ
−1
be the inner automorphism induced by ℓ. Then deI
H
ℓ = Ad
h
ℓ . The con-
jugate homomorphism
IHℓ ◦ f : K → H
induces the H-bundle isomorphism
G×K,f H → G×K,IH
ℓ
◦f H
mapping the equivalence class 〈g|h〉f to 〈g|IHℓ h〉IHℓ ◦f .
Theorem 2.2. Every homogeneous principal H-bundle Q on M =
G/K is isomorphic to G ×K,f H for a homomorphism f : K → H,
which is unique up to conjugation by elements ℓ ∈ H. Similarly, every
hermitian homogeneous H-bundle (Q,P ) is isomorphic to the pair
G×K,f L ⊂ G×K,f H
for a homomorphism f : K → L ⊂ H, which is unique up to conju-
gation by an element in L. More precisely, for any base point o ∈ Qo
(respectively, o ∈ Po) there exists a unique homomorphism fo : K → H
(respectively, fo : K → L) such that
ko = ofo(k) ∀ k ∈ K, (2.2)
and
〈g|h〉 7→ goh (2.3)
defines an isomorphism G×K,fo H → Q of equivariant H-bundles (re-
spectively, an isomorphism G ×K,fo L → P of hermitian equivariant
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H-bundles). Another base point o′ = oℓ−1, with ℓ ∈ H (respectively,
ℓ ∈ L), corresponds to the homomorphism fo′ = Iℓ ◦ fo.
Proof. Let Q be a homogeneous H-bundle. Choose o ∈ Q with π(o) =
o. Since the fibre Qo is preserved by K, and H acts freely on Qo, there
exists a unique map fo : K → H such that (2.2) holds for all k ∈ K.
Then
ofo(k1k2) = (k1k2)o = k1(k2o) = k1(ofo(k2)) = (k1o)fo(k2)
= (ofo(k1))fo(k2) = o(fo(k1)fo(k2))
for all k1, k2 ∈ K. Since H operates freely on Q, this implies that
fo(k1k2) = fo(k1)fo(k2), and hence fo : K → H is a (real-analytic)
homomorphism. For all b ∈ H we have
kob = (ofo(k))b = o(fo(k)b).
The resulting identity
(ak)ob = a(kob) = a(o(fo(k)b)) = ao(fo(k)b)
shows that (2.3) defines an isomorphism G×K,foH → Q of equivariant
H-bundles, mapping the “base point” 〈e|e〉 to o. If o′ ∈ Qo is another
base point, there exists a unique ℓ ∈ H such that o′ = oℓ−1. It follows
that
ko′ = koℓ−1 = ofo(k)ℓ−1 = o′ℓfo(k)ℓ−1.
Thus the new base point o′ corresponds to the conjugate homomor-
phism
f
oℓ−1(k) = ℓfo(k)ℓ
−1 = IHℓ fo(k).
In the hermitian case, for any base point o ∈ Po ⊂ Qo the defining
identity (2.2) implies fo(k) ∈ L for all k ∈ K. Another base point o′ =
oℓ−1 ∈ Po differs by a unique element ℓ ∈ L. In both cases, since G acts
transitively on M, the G-invariance condition implies that the entire
construction is independent of the choice of base point o ∈M. 
In view of (2.2), the homomorphism fo could be denoted by fo = I
−1
o
,
i.e., ko = oI−1
o
(k). In this notation, the identity I−1
oℓ−1 = Iℓ ◦ I−1o is ob-
vious. It will be convenient to express the tangent spaces in an explicit
manner using equivalence classes. Note that the differential def : k→ h
of f at the unit element e ∈ K is a Lie algebra homomorphism.
Lemma 2.3. For a given class 〈g|h〉 ∈ Q := G ×K,f H the tangent
space Tg|hQ consists of all equivalence classes
〈g˙|h˙〉 = 〈(dgRGk−1)g˙ − (deLGgk−1)κ|(dhLHf(k))h˙+ (deRHf(k)h)(def)κ〉,
where g˙ ∈ TgG, h˙ ∈ ThH, k ∈ K and κ ∈ k.
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Here we regard TG and TH as the disjoint union of the respec-
tive tangent spaces, so that the first expression is evaluated at 〈g|h〉
whereas the second expression is evaluated at the same class written
as 〈gk−1|f(k)h〉. The identity follows from differentiating the relation
〈gt|ht〉 = 〈gtk−1t |f(kt)ht〉 at t = 0, where kt ∈ K satisfies k0 = k and
∂0t kt = κ. As special cases we obtain
〈g˙|h˙〉 = 〈(dgRGk−1)g˙|(dhLHf(k))h˙〉 = 〈g˙ − (deLGg )κ|h˙+ (deRHh )(def)κ〉
(2.4)
putting κ = 0 or k = e, respectively. The projection π has the differ-
ential
(dg|hπ)〈g˙|h˙〉 = ( d
dt
(gt)(0))(o) = (dgR
M
o )g˙.
Thus the vertical subspace is given by
ker(dg|hπ) = {〈g˙|h˙〉 | g˙ ∈ ker(dgRMo ) ⊂ TgG, h˙ ∈ ThH}.
For β ∈ h, the fundamental vector field ρQβ has the form
(ρQβ )g|h = ∂
0
t 〈g|hbt〉 = 〈0g|(deLHh )β〉 = 〈0g|(deRHh )AdHh β〉.
3. Connexions and complexions
A connexion on a principal H-bundle Q is a smooth distribution
q 7→ TΘq Q of “horizontal” subspaces of TqQ such that TqQ = TΘq Q ⊕
ker(dqπ) and
TΘqbQ = (dqR
Q
b )(T
Θ
q Q) ∀ (q, b) ∈ Q×H.
We use the same symbol for the associated connexion 1-form Θq :
TqQ → h on Q, uniquely determined by the condition that X ∈ TqQ
has the horizontal projection
XΘ = X − (deLQq )(Θq(X)).
A connexion Θ on an equivariant H-bundle Q is called invariant if
(dqL
Q
a )(T
Θ
q Q) = T
Θ
aqQ ∀ a ∈ G.
In this case the associated connexion 1-form satisfies
Θq = Θaq(dqL
Q
a ).
Let Q×H h denote the associated bundle of type AdH , with fibres
(Q×H h)x = {[q : β] = [qh : Ad−1h β] | q ∈ Qx, β ∈ h}
for x ∈ M, with h ∈ H being arbitrary. By [KN, Section II.5] every
tensorial i-form on Q is given by
(CQq ◦ dqπ)(X1q , · · · , X iq) := CQq ((dqπ)X1q , · · · , (dqπ)X iq)
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for X1q , · · · , X iq ∈ TqQ, where
Cx(v1 ∧ · · · ∧ vi) = [q : CQq (v1 ∧ · · · ∧ vi)] ∀ q ∈ Qx
is an i-form of type AdH (onM), with homogeneous liftC
Q
q :
i∧
TxM →
h having the right invariance property
C
Q
qb = Ad
H
b−1C
Q
q ∀ b ∈ H.
An i-form C of type AdH is called invariant if
CQaq(dxL
M
a ) = C
Q
q ∀ (a, q) ∈ G×Q. (3.1)
Proposition 3.1.
(i) Let Θ0 be a connexion on Q. If C is a 1-form of type AdH , then
Θq = Θ
0
q +C
Q
q ◦ dqπ ∀ q ∈ Q (3.2)
is a connexion 1-form on Q. Every connexion 1-form Θ on Q
arises this way.
(ii) In the equivariant case, let Θ0 be an invariant connexion on Q.
Then Θ is invariant if and only if C is invariant, i.e.,
CQaq(dxL
M
a ) = C
Q
q ∀ (a, q) ∈ G×Q. (3.3)
Proof. Part (i) is well-known. For part (ii) let the connexion Θ be
invariant. The condition π ◦LQa = LMa ◦ π implies that (daqπ)(dqLQa ) =
(dxL
M
a )(dqπ), and hence we have
CQq (dqπ) = Θq −Θ0q = (Θaq −Θ0aq)(dqLQa )
= CQaq(daqπ)(dqL
Q
a ) = C
Q
aq(dxL
M
a )(dqπ) .
Since dqπ is surjective, (3.3) follows. The converse is proved in a similar
way. 
If (3.2) holds, we say that Θ is related to Θ0 via C. For a hermitian
H-bundle (Q,P ) a connexion Ξ on P is called invariant if
(dpL
P
a )T
Ξ
p P = T
Ξ
apP ∀ (a, p) ∈ G× P.
In this case the associated connexion 1-form satisfies
Ξp = Ξap(dpL
P
a ).
By [KN, Proposition II.6.2] every connexion Ξ on P has a unique ex-
tension to a connexion ιΞ on Q such that
TΞp P = T
ιΞ
p Q ∀ p ∈ P ⊂ Q.
Equivalently, the connexion forms satisfy
(ιΞ)p|TpP = Ξp ∀ p ∈ P.
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A connexion Θ on Q is called hermitian if Θ = ιΞ for a (unique)
connexion Ξ on P. Thus hermitian connexions on Q are in 1-1 corre-
spondence with connexions on P. A connexion Ξ on P is invariant if
and only if its extension ιΞ is invariant.
For hermitian H-bundles (P,Q), we have i-forms of type AdL written
as
Ax(v1 ∧ · · · ∧ vi) = [p : APp (v1 ∧ · · · ∧ vi)] ∀ p ∈ Px,
with homogeneous lift APp :
i∧
TxM → l having the right invariance
property
APpℓ = Ad
L
ℓ−1A
P
p ∀ ℓ ∈ L. (3.4)
Let l be the Lie algebra of L. For each x ∈M , there is a linear injection
of fibres
ιx : (P ×L l)x → (Q×H h)x, [p, β] 7→ [p, ιβ],
where p ∈ Px, β ∈ l and ι : l → h is the inclusion map. The map ιx is
well-defined because
[p1, β1] = [p2, β2] ∈ (P ×L l)x
implying that p2 = p1ℓ and β2 = Ad
L
ℓ−1β1 for some ℓ ∈ L. Therefore,
we also have ιβ2 = Ad
H
ℓ−1ιβ1. To show that ιx is injective, suppose
that [p1, ιβ1] = [p2, ιβ2] ∈ (Q ×H h)x. Then we have p2 = p1h and
ιβ2 = Ad
H
h−1ιβ1 for some h ∈ H. Since p1, p2 ∈ Px it follows that h ∈ L
and hence β2 = Ad
L
h−1β1.
As a consequence, an i-form A of type AdL induces an i-form ιA of
type AdH , with homogeneous lift
(ιA)Qph := Ad
H
h−1A
P
p :
i∧
ToM → h ∀ (p, h) ∈ P ×H.
Then A is invariant in the sense that
APap(dxL
M
a ) = A
P
p ∀ (a, p) ∈ G× P
if and only if ιA is invariant as in (3.1).
Proposition 3.2.
(i) For a hermitian bundle (P,Q), let Ξ0 be a connexion on P . If
A is a 1-form of type AdL, then
Ξp = Ξ
0
p +A
P
p ◦ dpπ ∀ p ∈ P (3.5)
is a connexion 1-form on P . Every connexion 1-form Ξ on P
arises this way. We also have
(ιΞ)q = (ιΞ)
0
q + (ιA)
Q
q ◦ dqπ ∀ q ∈ Q.
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(ii) In the equivariant case, let Ξ0 be an invariant connexion on P.
Then Ξ is invariant if and only if A is invariant, i.e.,
APap(dxL
M
a ) = A
P
p ∀ (a, p) ∈ G× P. (3.6)
If (3.5) holds, we say that Ξ is related to Ξ0 via A. In this case, ιΞ
is related to ιΞ0 via ιA. Now suppose that (M, j) is an almost complex
manifold, with almost complex structure jx ∈ End(TxM), x ∈ M,
having the left invariance property
(dxL
M
g )jx = jgx(dxL
M
g ) ∀ (g, x) ∈ G×M.
Let H be a complex Lie group. Consider the bi-invariant complex
structure ih ∈ End(ThH) on H such that ie ∈ End(h) is multiplication
by
√−1. See [At], [Kos] for complex structures on principal bundles.
Definition 3.3. An almost complex structure Jq ∈ End (TqQ) on an
H-bundle Q is called a complexion if
(dqπ)Jq = jx(dqπ) (3.7)
and the map Q×H → Q is almost-holomorphic. Writing qb = LQq (b) =
RQb (q) for q ∈ Q, b ∈ H, this means that
(dqR
Q
b )Jq = Jqb(dqR
Q
b ) (3.8)
Jqb(dbL
Q
q ) = (dbL
Q
q )ib. (3.9)
In the equivariant case, a complexion J is called invariant if in addi-
tion
(dqL
Q
a )Jq = Jaq(dqL
Q
a ) ∀ a ∈ G.
By right invariance the condition (3.9) is equivalent to
Jq(deL
Q
q )β = (deL
Q
q )(
√−1β) ∀ β ∈ h.
Since the fibre (Q ×H h)x is a complex vector space, the notion of
(p, q)-forms of type AdH makes sense.
Proposition 3.4.
(i) Let J0 be a complexion on Q. If B is a (0, 1)-form of type AdH ,
then
Jq = J
0
q + (deL
Q
q )(B
Q
q ◦ dqπ) (3.10)
defines a complexion J on Q. Every complexion J on Q arises
this way.
(ii) Let J0 be an invariant complexion on an equivariant bundle Q.
Then J is invariant if and only if B is invariant, i.e.,
BQaq(dxL
M
a ) = B
Q
q ∀ (a, q) ∈ G×Q. (3.11)
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Proof. By (3.7) we have
(dqπ)(Jq − J0q ) = (jx − jx)(dqπ) = 0 .
Thus Image(Jq − J0q ) ⊂ Ker(dqπ). Since deLQq : h → Ker(dqπ) is an
isomorphism, there exists a 1-form Ψq : TqQ→ h such that
Jq − J0q = (deLQq )Ψq.
For b ∈ H we have RQb ◦ LQq = LQqb ◦ IHb−1 , and hence (dqRQb )(deLQq ) =
(deL
Q
qb)Ad
H
b−1. It follows that
(deL
Q
qb)Ψqb(dqR
Q
b ) = (Jqb − J0qb)(dqRQb ) = (dqRQb )(Jq − J0q )
= (dqR
Q
b )(deL
Q
q )Ψq = (deL
Q
qb)Ad
H
b−1Ψq .
Therefore, we have Ψqb(dqR
Q
b ) = Ad
H
b−1Ψq, so Ψ is pseudo-tensorial.
For β ∈ h we have
Jq(deL
Q
q )β = (deL
Q
q )(
√−1β) = J0q (deLQq )β.
Therefore, we have (Jq − J0q )|Ker(dqπ) = 0, which implies that Ψ is
tensorial. Hence there exists a unique 1-form B of type AdH such that
Ψq = B
Q
q (dqπ). We also have (Jq − J0q )2 = 0 and hence
(deL
Q
q )(B
Q
q jx+
√−1BQq )(dqπ) = (deLQq )BQq jx(dqπ)+(deLQq )
√−1BQq (dqπ)
= (deL
Q
q )B
Q
q (dqπ)J
0
q + J
0
q (deL
Q
q )B
Q
q (dqπ) = (Jq − J0q )J0q + J0q (Jq − J0q )
= J2q − (Jq − J0q )2 − (J0q )2 = J2q − (J0q )2 = −id+ id = 0.
Since deL
Q
q is invertible, we obtain
BQq jx +
√−1BQq = 0.
Thus B is of type (0, 1).
For part (ii), let J be invariant. Using LQa ◦LQq = LQaq and LMa ◦ π =
π ◦ LQa we obtain
(deL
Q
aq)B
Q
aq(dxL
M
a )(dqπ) = (deL
Q
aq)B
Q
aq(daqπ)(dqL
Q
a ) = (Jaq−J0aq)(dqLQa )
= (dqL
Q
a )(Jq − J0q ) = (dqLQa )(deLQq )BQq (dqπ) = (deLQaq)BQq (dqπ).
Since deL
Q
aq is invertible, (3.11) follows. The converse is proved in a
similar way. 
If (3.10) holds, we say that J is related to J0 via B. There is a close
relationship between (invariant) connexions and complexions: Every
connexion Θ on Q induces a unique complexion JΘ which is “horizon-
tal” in the sense that
JΘq : T
Θ
q Q→ TΘq Q ∀ q ∈ Q.
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In fact, for vertical tangent vectors we have
JΘq (deL
Q
q )β = (deL
Q
q )(
√−1β) ∀β ∈ h, (3.12)
and if Y ∈ TΘq Q is horizontal, then JΘq (Y ) ∈ TΘq Q is uniquely deter-
mined by the condition (dqπ)J
Θ
q (Y ) = jx(dqπ)(Y ). If Θ is invariant,
then the associated complexion JΘ is also invariant.
Proposition 3.5.
(i) If a connexion Θ is related to Θ0 via C, then the induced com-
plexion JΘ is related to J0 via B, where
Bx =
√−1Cx −Cx jx ∀ x ∈M. (3.13)
(ii) Θ and Θ0 induce the same complexion if and only if C is a
(1, 0)-form, i.e., CQq : TxM → h is C-linear.
(iii) If J0 is induced by a connexion Θ0 and J is related to J0 via
B, then J is induced by the connexion
Θq = Θ
0
q −
√−1
2
BQq (dqπ)
which is related to Θ0 via −
√−1
2
B.
Proof. In order to check (3.10) on a tangent vector X ∈ TqQ, we may
assume that X is Θ0-horizontal, since for vertical vectors of the form
X = (deL
Q
q )β, β ∈ h, both sides of (3.10) agree. Thus assume that
Θ0qX = 0. Then ΘqX = C
Q
q (dqπ)X. Since J
0 is induced by Θ0, it follows
that J0qX is also Θ
0-horizontal, and hence ΘqJ
0
qX = C
Q
q (dqπ)J
0
qX.
Therefore,
X − (deLQq )CQq (dqπ)X = X − (deLQq )ΘqX
is Θ-horizontal. It follows that
U := JΘq X − (deLQq )iCQq (dqπ)X = JΘq
(
X − (deLQq )CQq (dqπ)X
)
,
V := J0qX − (deLQq )CQq (dqπ)J0qX = J0qX − (deLQq )ΘqJ0qX
are both Θ-horizontal. Since (dqπ)U = jx(dqπ)X = (dqπ)V , it follows
that U = V , i.e.,
JΘq X − (deLQq )
√−1CQq (dqπ)X = J0qX − (deLQq )CQq (dqπ)J0qX .
Therefore, we have
(deL
Q
q )B
Q
q (dqπ)X = J
Θ
q X − J0qX
= (deL
Q
q )
(√−1CQq (dqπ)X −CQq (dqπ)J0qX
)
.
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Since deL
Q
q is injective, using (3.7) it follows that
BQq (dqπ)X =
√−1CQq (dqπ)X−CQq (dqπ)J0qX = (
√−1CQq −CQq jx)(dqπ)X.
We now have BQq =
√−1CQq −CQq jx on TxM because dqπ is surjective.
This proves part (i).
Part (ii) is a direct consequence, since B = 0 if and only if C is
C-linear.
For part (iii), since BQq : TxM → h is C-antilinear, the 1-form Cx :=
−
√−1
2
Bx yields Bx via (3.13). 
In the hermitian case, we can sharpen the correspondence as follows:
Proposition 3.6.
(i) For a hermitian H-bundle (Q,P ), a complexion J on Q is in-
duced by a unique hermitian connexion ιΞ, with Ξ being a con-
nexion on P. Thus there is a 1−1 correspondence between com-
plexions on Q, connexions on P, and hermitian connexions on
Q.
(ii) In the equivariant case, J is invariant if and only if Ξ (equiva-
lently, ιΞ) is invariant.
Proof. Let Ξ0 be a connexion on P , and let J0 be the complexion on
Q induced by ιΞ0. The complexion J is related to J0 via a unique
(0, 1)-form B of type AdH . Since the Lie algebra splitting
h = l⊕ √−1l (3.14)
is AdL-invariant, the anti-linear map Bx : TxM → (Q ×H h)x has a
unique decomposition
Bxv =
√−1(ιxAx)v−(ιxAx)jxv =
√−1(ιA)xv−(ιA)xjxv ∀ x ∈M,
(3.15)
where Ax : TxM → (P ×L l)x is a 1-form of type AdL. Let Ξ be the
connexion on P related to Ξ0 viaA. By Proposition 3.5, the complexion
J is induced by the hermitian connexion
(ιΞ0)q + (ιA)
Q
q ◦ dqπ = (ιΞ)q.
For uniqueness, suppose that for two connexions Ξ0 and Ξ on P , the
extensions induce the same complexion. The connexion Ξ is related to
Ξ0 via a unique 1-form A of type AdL. Then ιΞ is related to ιΞ
0 via
ιA, and both induce the same complexion. Proposition 3.5 implies that
ιA is a (1, 0)-form of type AdH . Since A
P
p is l-valued, it follows that
APp = 0. Hence A = 0 and Ξ = Ξ
0. As Ξ is invariant if and only if the
complexion induced by ιΞ is invariant, the assertion (ii) follows. 
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4. Homogeneous connexions and complexions
We now turn to the homogeneous case. By Theorem 2.2 we may
assume that the homogeneous H-bundle Q is given by Q = G×K,f H
for a homomorphism f : K → H , with f(K) ⊂ L in the hermitian
case. We fix an AdK-invariant splitting
g = k⊕m. (4.1)
Thus [k,m] ⊂ m but not necessarily [m,m] ⊂ k. Let Pk : g → k and
Pm : g→ m denote the projection maps given by (4.1).
Definition 4.1.
(i) The tautological connexion Θ0 on Q = G ×K,f H is defined
by the horizontal subspaces
T 0g|hQ := {〈(deLGg )τ |0h〉 : τ ∈ m}
= {〈(deLGg )γ|(deRHh )η〉 : γ ∈ g, η ∈ h, (def)Pkγ + η = 0}
= {〈g˙|h˙〉 : g˙ ∈ TgG, h˙ ∈ ThH, (def)Pk(deLGg )−1g˙ + (deRHh )−1h˙ = 0}.
(ii) For a hermitian homogeneous H-bundle (Q,P ), the tautological
connexion is the extension of the “tautological” connexion Ξ0 on
P with horizontal subspaces
T 0g|ℓP := {〈(deLGg )τ |0ℓ〉 | τ ∈ m} ∀ 〈g|ℓ〉 ∈ P = G×K,f L.
The equivalence of the various realizations of the horizontal sub-
spaces follows from the definition. Under right translations, we have
(dg|hR
Q
b )〈g˙|h˙〉 = ∂0t 〈gt|htb〉 = 〈g˙|(dhRHb )h˙〉.
It follows that (Tg|hR
Q
b )T
0
g|hQ = T
0
〈g|hb〉Q, showing that Θ
0 is indeed a
connexion on Q. Since
(dg|hL
Q
a )〈g˙|h˙〉 = 〈(dgLGa )g˙|h˙〉,
it follows that
(dg|hL
Q
a )〈(deLGg )τ |0h〉 = 〈(dgLGa )(deLGg )τ |0h〉 = (deLGagτ |0h〉.
Thus Θ0 is an invariant connexion. In the hermitian case, the connexion
Ξ0 on P is also invariant.
Proposition 4.2. The connexion 1-form of the tautological connection
is given by
Θ0g|h〈(deLGg )γ|(deLHh )η〉 = AdHh−1(def)Pkγ + η ∀ (γ, η) ∈ g× h.
In particular, Θ0e|e〈γ|η〉 = (def)Pkγ + η.
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Proof. Applying (2.4) to κ = Pkγ we conclude that
〈(deLGg )γ|(deLHh )η〉 = 〈(deLGg )Pmγ|(deRHh )(def)Pkγ + (deLHh )η〉.
= 〈(deLGg )Pmγ|0h〉+ 〈0g|(deRHh )(def)Pkγ + (deLHh )η〉.
This gives the direct sum decomposition into horizontal and vertical
components, and
β := Θ0g|h〈(deLGg )γ|(deLHh )η〉 ∈ h
is determined by the condition
〈0g|(deRHh )(def)Pkγ + (deLHh )η〉 = (deLg|h)β
= ∂0t 〈g|h〉bt = ∂0t 〈g|hbt〉 = 〈0|(deLHh )β〉 .
Therefore, we have β = (deL
H
h )
−1(deRHh )(def)Pkγ+η = Ad
H
h−1(def)Pkγ+
η. 
In the homogeneous case, invariance can be checked at the base point
o ∈M. An i-linear map c :
i∧
ToM → h will be called f -covariant if
AdHf(k) ◦ c = c ◦ (doLMk ) ∀ k ∈ K.
Every such map induces an invariant i-form C of type AdH via
Cgo(doL
M
g )v = [〈g|h〉, Ad−1h cv]
for all (g, h) ∈ Q = G ×K,f H and v ∈
i∧
ToM. Equivalently, the
homogeneous lift satisfies
C
Q
g|h(doL
M
g ) = Ad
H
h−1 ◦ c. (4.2)
Conversely, for any invariant i-form C of type AdH , the map c := C
Q
e|e :
i∧
ToM → h is f -covariant. If the homomorphism f is replaced by the
conjugate f ′ = Iℓ ◦ f, then c′ :
i∧
ToM → h is f ′-covariant if and only
if c := AdHℓ−1 ◦ c′ is f -covariant. In the homogeneous case Proposition
3.1 yields the following:
Proposition 4.3. Let c : ToM → h be a linear map which is f -
covariant, i.e.,
AdHf(k) ◦ c = c ◦ (doLMk )
for all k ∈ K. Then the 1-form C of type AdH defined by
C
Q
g|h(doL
M
g ) = Ad
H
h−1 ◦ c, ∀ (g, h) ∈ G×H
is invariant. Hence the connexion Θ on Q = G×K,f H, related to the
tautological connexion Θ0 via C, is invariant, and also every invariant
connexion is of this form.
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In this case we say that Θ is generated by c, the choice of the (in-
variant) tautological connexion Θ0 being understood. In the hermitian
homogeneous case Proposition 3.2 yields the following:
Proposition 4.4. Let a : ToM → l be a linear map which is f -
covariant, i.e., satisfies AdLf(k) ◦ a = a ◦ (doLMk ) for all k ∈ K. Then
the 1-form A of type AdL defined by
A
Q
g|ℓ(doL
M
g ) = Ad
L
ℓ−1 ◦ a ∀ (g, ℓ) ∈ G× L,
is invariant. Hence the connexion Ξ on P = G ×K,f l, related to the
tautological connexion Ξ0 via A, is invariant, and every invariant con-
nexion is of this form.
In this case we say that Ξ is generated by a, the choice of the (in-
variant) tautological connexion Ξ0 being understood. Since ιΞ0 = Θ0,
the invariant connexion ιΞ is generated by the f -covariant map ι ◦ a :
ToM → h. Combining Propositions 4.3 and 4.4 with Theorem 2.2 we
obtain the following:
Theorem 4.5.
(i) The homogeneous H-bundles Q endowed with an invariant con-
nexion are in 1 − 1 correspondence with pairs (f, c) consisting
of a homomorphism f : K → H and an f -covariant linear map
c : ToM → h, modulo the equivalence (f, c) ∼ (IHℓ ◦ f, AdHℓ c),
where ℓ ∈ H is arbitrary.
(ii) The hermitian homogeneous H-bundles (P,Q) endowed with an
invariant hermitian connexion are in 1−1 correspondence with
pairs (f,a) consisting of a homomorphism f : K → L and an
f -covariant linear map a : ToM → l, modulo the equivalence
(f,a) ∼ (ILℓ ◦ f, AdHℓ a), where ℓ ∈ L is arbitrary.
In the complex homogeneous case, Proposition 3.4 yields the follow-
ing:
Proposition 4.6. Let b : ToM → h be an anti-linear map which is
f -covariant, i.e.,
AdHf(k) ◦ b = b ◦ (doLMk ), ∀ k ∈ K.
Then the (0, 1)-form B of type AdH defined by
B
Q
g|h(doL
M
g ) = Ad
H
h−1 ◦ b ∀ (g, h) ∈ G×H
is invariant. Hence the complexion J on Q = G ×K,f H, related to
the tautological complexion J0 via B, is invariant, and every invariant
complexion J is of this form.
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In this case we say that J is generated by b, the choice of the (in-
variant) tautological complexion J0 being understood. Using the K-
invariant inverse map ToM ∋ v 7→ v˜ ∈ m of deRMo , the tautological
complexion J0 has the value
J0e|e(〈v˜|0e〉) = 〈(jo v)∼|0e〉
at the base point. For a general invariant complexion J generated by
b : ToM → h we have
LQe|eh = 〈e|e〉h = 〈e|h〉
and hence de|eL
Q
e|eη = 〈0e|η〉. Therefore
Je|e(〈v˜|0e〉)− J0e|e(〈v˜|0e〉) = (de|eLQe|e)b(de|eπ)(〈v˜|0e〉)
= (de|eL
Q
e|e)bv = 〈0e|b v〉
and hence
Je|e(〈v˜|0e〉) = 〈(jo v)∼|0e〉+ 〈0e|b v〉 = 〈(jo v)∼|b v〉.
All other values can be computed via G×H-invariance. In the complex
homogeneous case Proposition 3.5 yields the following:
Proposition 4.7.
(i) If an invariant connexion Θ is generated by c, then the induced
invariant complexion JΘ is generated by
b =
√−1c− c jo. (4.3)
(ii) Θ induces the tautological complexion if and only if c : ToM → h
is C-linear.
(iii) If the invariant complexion J is generated by b, then J is in-
duced by the invariant connexion Θ generated by −
√−1
2
b.
In the hermitian homogeneous case. there is a 1-1 correspondence
bv =
√−1a(v)− a jov ∀ v ∈ ToM (4.4)
between f -covariant anti-linear maps b : ToM → h and f -covariant
maps A : ToM → l, since jo commutes with doLMk for all k ∈ K. This
correspondence realizes the correspondence between invariant complex-
ions and invariant hermitian connexions addressed in Proposition 3.6.
Combining Propositions 4.6 and 4.7 with Theorem 2.2, we obtain the
following:
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Theorem 4.8. The homogeneous H-bundles Q (respectively, the her-
mitian homogeneousH-bundles (P,Q)) endowed with an invariant com-
plexion J are in 1 − 1 correspondence with pairs (f, b) consisting of a
homomorphism f : K → H (respectively, f : K → L) and an f -
covariant anti-linear map
b : ToM → h,
modulo the equivalence (f, b) ∼ (IHℓ ◦ f, AdHℓ b), where ℓ ∈ H (respec-
tively, ℓ ∈ L) is arbitrary. In the hermitian case, we may equivalently
consider pairs (f,a) where a : ToM → l is any f -covariant R-linear
map.
5. Curvature and Integrability
For any connexion Θ on a principal H-bundle Q there exists a 2-form
K of type AdH giving the curvature
dΘ(X, Y ) +
1
2
[ΘX,ΘY ] = KQq ((dqπ)X, (dqπ)Y ) ∀ X, Y ∈ TqQ.
If Θ is invariant, the associated curvature form K is also invariant. For
β ∈ h define the right action vector field ρQβ on Q by
(ρQβ )q = ∂
0
t q exp(tβ) = (deL
Q
q )β ∀ q ∈ Q.
Let J be a complexion on Q. For vector fields X, Y the (0, 2)-part of
the bilinear bracket [X, Y ] defined by
N(X, Y ) = [X, Y ] + J [JX, Y ] + J [X, JY ]− [JX, JY ]
is called the Nijenhuis tensor. It is well-known that J is integrable
if and only if N vanishes.
Lemma 5.1. Let J be a complexion on Q. Then N(ρQβ , Y ) = 0 for
β ∈ h and any vector field Y on Q.
Proof. Let
bt = exp(tβ) .
Applying [KN, Proposition I.1.9] to ρQβ = ∂
0
t exp(R
Q
bt
) we have
[ρQβ , Y ]q = limt→0
(Yq − (dqb−tRQbt)Yqb−t) = limt→0 (Yq − (dqbtR
Q
b−t
)Yqbt)
for every vector field X on Q. Since J commutes with right translations
RQb on Q it follows that
Jq[ρ
Q
β , Y ]q = limt→0
(JqYq − Jq(dqbtRQb−t)Yqbt)
= lim
t→0
(JqYq − (dqbtRQb−t)JqbtYqbt) = [ρQβ , JY ]q .
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Thus J [ρQβ , Y ] = [ρ
Q
β , JY ] as vector fields. Since JJY = −Y and
JρQβ = ρ
Q√−1β, we obtain
N(ρQβ , Y ) = [ρ
Q
β , Y ] + J [ρ
Q
β , JY ] + J [ρ
Q√−1β, Y ]− [ρ
Q√−1β , JY ]
= [ρQβ , Y ] + [ρ
Q
β , JJY ] + [ρ
Q√−1β , JY ]− [ρ
Q√−1β, JY ] = 0.

Theorem 5.2. Let (M, j) be integrable. Then the complexion JΘ has
the Nijenhuis tensor
Nq(X, Y ) = −2(deLQq )K
Q
q ((dqπ)X, (dqπ)Y ) ∀ X, Y ∈ TqQ ,
where the (0, 2)-part K of K is defined by
Kx(u, v)
= Kx(u, v)+
√−1Kx(jxu, v)+
√−1Kx(u, jxv)−Kx(jxu, jxv) ∀ u, v ∈ TxM.
Proof. Every X ∈ TqQ is given by X = (ξΘ + ρQβ )q for some vector
field ξ on M and β ∈ h. Thus it suffices to consider vector fields of the
form ξΘ + ρQβ . By Lemma 5.1 it is enough to consider horizontal lifts
of vector fields ξ, η on M. Denoting the Nijenhuis tensor of (M, j) by
n(ξ, η), the integrability assumption on (M, j) implies that
n(ξ, η) = [ξ, η] + j[jξ, η] + j[ξ, jη]− [jξ, jη] = 0. (5.1)
From [KN, Corollary I.5.3] we have
Θq[ξ
Θ, ηΘ]q = −2Ωq(ξΘq , ηΘq ) = −2KQq (ξx, ηx).
By [KN, Proposition I.1.3] the horizontal part of [ξΘ, ηΘ]q coincides
with [ξ, η]Θq . It follows that
[ξΘ, ηΘ]q = [ξ, η]
Θ
q + (deL
Q
q )Θq[ξ
Θ, ηΘ]q = [ξ, η]
Θ
q − 2(deLQq )KQq (ξx, ηx).
Using (3.12) and JΘξΘ = (jξ)Θ this implies that
JΘq [ξ
Θ, ηΘ]q = J
Θ
q [ξ, η]
Θ
q − 2JΘq (deLQq )KQq (ξx, ηx)
= (j[ξ, η])Θq − 2(deLQq )
√−1KQq (ξx, ηx)
and [JΘξΘ, ηΘ]q = [jξ, η]
Θ
q − 2(deLQq )KQq (jξx, ηx). Therefore, we have
Nq(ξ
Θ
q , η
Θ
q ) = [ξ
Θ, ηΘ]q+J
Θ
q [J
ΘξΘ, ηΘ]q+J
Θ
q [ξ
Θ, JΘηΘ]q−[JΘξΘ, JΘηΘ]q
= (n(ξ, η))Θq −2(deLQq )
(
KQq (ξx, ηx)+
√−1KQq (jξx, ηx)+
√−1KQq (ξx, jηx)
−KQq (jξx, jηx)
)
= (n(ξ, η))Θq − 2(deLQq )K
Q
q (ξx, ηx) .
In view of (5.1) the proof is now complete. 
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Corollary 5.3. If (M, j) is integrable, then the complexion JΘ is in-
tegrable on Q if and only if the curvature form K of Θ has vanishing
(0, 2)-part.
In the homogeneous case the curvature form K of an invariant con-
nexion Θ is induced by a unique f -covariant map k :
2∧
ToM → h as
in (4.2).
Theorem 5.4. The curvature K0 of the tautological connection Θ0
satisfies the equation
2k0(u, v) = −(def)Pk[u˜, v˜] ∀ u, v ∈ ToM,
where u˜ ∈ m is uniquely determined by (deRMo )u˜ = u.
Proof. Let α, γ ∈ g. Consider the left action vector field
(λQα )g|h = ∂
0
t 〈atg|h〉 = 〈(deRGg )α|0h〉
on Q. The identity RGg = L
G
g ◦ IGg−1 implies deRGg = (deLGg )AdGg−1.
Therefore Proposition 4.2 yields
(Θ0λQα )g|e = Θ
0
g|e〈(deRGg )α|0h〉 = (def)PkAdGg−1α.
Putting gt = exp(t γ) ∈ G we conclude that
(Θ0λQα )gt|e = (def)PkAd
G
g−1t
α = (def)Pk exp(−t adγ)α
and hence
de|e(Θ0λQα )〈γ|0e〉 = ∂0t (Θ0λQα )gt|e
= (def)Pk ∂
0
t exp(−t adγ)α = (def)Pk[α, γ] .
Since [λQα , λ
Q
γ ] = λ
Q
[γ,α] for left actions we have
Θ0e|e[λ
Q
α , λ
Q
γ ]e|e = Θ
0
e|e(λ
Q
[γ,α])e|e = (def)Pk [γ, α].
Therefore, we have
2K0e|e(〈α|0e〉, 〈γ, 0e〉) = 2(dΘ0)e|e(〈α|0e〉, 〈γ, 0e〉)+[Θ0e|e〈α|0e〉,Θ0e|e〈γ|0e〉]
= de|e(Θ
0λQγ )〈α|0e〉 − de|e(Θ0λQα )〈γ|0e〉 −Θ0e|e[λQα , λQγ ]e|e
+[Θ0e|e〈α|0e〉,Θ0e|e〈γ|0e〉]
= (def)(Pk[γ, α])−(def)(Pk[α, γ])−(def)(Pk[γ, α])+[(def)(Pkα), (def)(Pkγ)]
= (def)([Pkα, Pkγ]− Pk[α, γ]) .
Since Pku˜ = 0 we obtain 2k
0(u, v) = 2Ω0e|e(〈u˜|0〉, 〈v˜|0〉) = −(def)(Pk[u˜, v˜]).

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Every α ∈ g induces a left action vector field λMα on M by putting
(λMα )x = (deR
M
x )α = ∂
0
t (atx),
where at = exp(tα). For left actions we have the reverse commutator
identity [λMα , λ
M
γ ] = λ
M
[γ,α] for α, γ ∈ g.
Lemma 5.5. For τ ∈ m the vector field λMτ has the horizontal lift
Xτg|h := 〈(deLGg )PmAdGg−1τ |0h〉. (5.2)
Proof. Let (g, h) ∈ G×H and k ∈ K. Then the equality RGk−1 ◦ LGg =
LGgk−1 ◦ IGk implies that
(dgR
G
k−1)(deL
G
g ) = (deL
G
gk−1)Ad
G
k .
Since [AdGk , Pm] = 0, we have Ad
G
k PmAd
G
g−1 = PmAd
G
k Ad
G
g−1 = PmAd
G
kg−1
and therefore
〈(dgRGk−1)(deLGg )PmAdGg−1τ |(dhLHf(k))0h〉
= 〈(deLGgk−1)AdGk PmAdGg−1τ |0f(k)h〉 = 〈(deLGgk−1)PmAdGkg−1τ |0f(k)h〉 .
This shows that (5.2) depends only on the class of (g, h) and there-
fore defines a vector field on Q which is Θ0-horizontal by construction.
Moreover the equality RMo ◦ LGg = LMg ◦RMo implies that
(dgR
M
o )(deL
G
g ) = (doL
M
g )(deR
M
o ),
and the equality LMg ◦RMo ◦IGg−1 = RMgo implies that (doLMg )(deRMo )AdGg−1 =
deR
M
go . Since (deR
M
o )Pm = deR
M
o it follows that
(Xτπ)〈g|h〉 = (dg|hπ)Xτg|h = (dgRMo )(deLGg )PmAdGg−1τ
= (doL
M
g )(deR
M
o )PmAd
G
g−1τ = (doL
M
g )(deR
M
o )Ad
G
g−1τ
= (deR
M
go)τ = (λ
M
τ )go .

6. The symmetric case
Now we consider the special case where M = G/K is a symmet-
ric space. These spaces have a well-known algebraic description using
the so-called Lie triple systems [He]. As discovered by M. Koecher
[Koe], in the hermitian symmetric case there is a more “elementary”
approach using instead the so-called hermitian Jordan triple sys-
tems [Lo]. These are (complex) vector spaces Z which carry a Jordan
triple product
(u, v, w) 7→ {uv∗w} ∀ u, v, w ∈ Z
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which is symmetric bilinear in (u, w) and conjugate-linear in v. The
Jacobi identity is replaced by the Jordan triple identity
[uv∗, zw∗] = {uv∗z}w∗ − z{wu∗v}∗ ∀ u, v, z, w ∈ Z.
Here uv∗ ∈ End(Z) is defined by
(uv∗)z = {uv∗z} ∀ z ∈ Z.
The basic example is the matrix space Z = Cr×s with Jordan triple
product
{uv∗w} = 1
2
(uv∗w + wv∗u).
The Jordan theoretic approach applies to all complex hermitian sym-
metric spaces, including the two exceptional types, and also to all clas-
sical real symmetric spaces. More generally, all real forms of com-
plex hermitian symmetric spaces, for example symmetric convex cones
[FK], and therefore also some exceptional real symmetric spaces, are
included. (On the other hand, there exist non-classical real symmetric
spaces which cannot be treated this way.)
We first consider both the real and complex case. Given a (real or
complex) Jordan triple Z, we put
Qzw := {zw∗z} ∀ z, w ∈ Z
and define the Bergman operator
Bz,w = idZ − 2zw∗ +QzQw ∀ z, w ∈ Z,
acting linearly on Z. In case Bz,w ∈ GL(Z) is invertible, we define the
quasi-inverse
zw := B−1z,w(z −Qzw).
Define ǫ to be ǫ = −1 for the non-compact case, ǫ = 1 for the compact
case, and ǫ = 0 for the flat case. We define symmetric spaces M ǫ
associated with the Jordan triple Z as follows: M0 = Z is the flat
model, M− is the connected component
M− ⊂ {z ∈ Z | detB(z, z) 6= 0}
containing the origin o = 0 ∈ Z (a bounded symmetric domain, more
precisely a norm unit ball of Z), and
M+ = (Z × Z)/ ∼
is a compact manifold consisting of all equivalence classes [z, a] =
[zb−a, b], whenever B(z, a− b) is invertible [Lo]. (In view of the ”addi-
tion formula” (zu)v = zu+v for quasi-inverses [Lo], we may informally
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regard M+ as the set of all quasi-inverses za, even when B(z, a) is not
invertible.) Thus we have natural inclusions
M− ⊂ Z = M0 ⊂M+,
under the embedding Z ⊂ M+ given by z 7→ z0 = [z, 0]. The points
at infinity are precisely the classes [z, a] where detB(z, a) = 0. The
compact dual M+ is also called the conformal compactification
of Z. At the origin the tangent space ToM = Z is independent of
the choice of ǫ. Let K ⊂ GL(Z) be the identity component of the
Jordan triple automorphism group of Z, i.e., all linear isomorphisms of
Z preserving the Jordan triple product. The group K acts by linear
transformations on every type M ǫ. For fixed w ∈ Z ∩M ǫ, the (non-
linear) transvection, defined by
tǫw(z) := w +B
1/2
w,−ǫwz
ǫw, (6.1)
is a birational automorphism of M ǫ. For ǫ = 1, 0,−1 let Gǫ denote the
connected real Lie group generated by K together with the transvec-
tions (6.1). In the flat case ǫ = 0 we obtain the so-called Cartan motion
group G0 := K×Z which is a semi-direct product of K and the trans-
lations t0w(z) = z + w for w ∈ Z. If ǫ 6= 0, then Gǫ is a reductive Lie
group of compact type (ǫ = 1) or non-compact type (ǫ = −1), respec-
tively. We treat all three cases simultaneously, using the notation M ǫ
and Gǫ to denote the curvature type. In all three cases we have
K = {k ∈ Gǫ | ko = o}.
In the Jordan theoretic setting, the Lie algebra gǫ ofGǫ can be described
using polynomial vector fields
ξ = ξ(z)
∂
∂z
(or degree ≤ 2) on the underlying vector space Z. More precisely, there
is a Cartan decomposition
gǫ = k⊕ pǫ, (6.2)
where the Lie algebra k ⊂ gl(Z) of K, consisting of all Jordan triple
derivations of Z, is identified with a space of linear vector fields, whereas
the Lie triple system pǫ consists of all non-linear vector fields
vǫ := v + ǫQzv = (v + ǫ{zv∗z}) ∂
∂z
∀ v ∈ Z = ToM ǫ.
The projection gǫ → k is realized as the derivative
Pkγ = γ
′(o)
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at the origin o = 0 ∈ Z. One can show that exp vǫ = tǫw, where w :=
tanǫ v ∈M ǫ is given by a “tangent” power series defined via the Jordan
triple calculus [Lo].
Proposition 6.1. In the symmetric case the tautological connection
Θ0 induced by the Cartan decomposition (6.2) satisfies
k
0(u, v) = −ǫ(def)(uv∗ − vu∗) ∀ u, v ∈ Z. (6.3)
Proof. Denoting by u∂ the (holomorphic) partial derivative in direction
u ∈ Z, we have the commutator identity
[uǫ, vǫ] = [u+ǫQzu, v+ǫQzv] = ǫ
(
u∂Qzv−v∂Qzu
)
= 2ǫ(uv∗−vu∗) ∈ k.
Thus we obtain a linear vector field satisfying [uǫ, vǫ]′(o) = [uǫ, vǫ], and
Theorem 5.4 implies 2k0(u, v) = −df([uǫ, vǫ]′(o)) = −2ǫ df(uv∗ −
vu∗). 
Theorem 6.2. In the symmetric case, let Θ be an invariant connexion
related to Θ0 by an f -covariant linear map c : ToM → h. Then the
respective curvatures satisfy
k(u, v)− k0(u, v) = 1
2
[cu, cv] ∀ u, v ∈ ToM.
Proof. For v ∈ Z let Xv be the Θ0-horizontal lift of λMvǫ , as in Lemma
5.5. Consider the tensorial 1-form Φ := Θ−Θ0 on Q. Then
Ω(Xu, Xv)−Ω0(Xu, Xv) = dΦ(Xu, Xv)+1
2
[ΦXu,ΦXv] ∀ u, v ∈ ToM.
Since LMg ◦ RMo ◦ IGg−1 = RMgo implies (doLMg )(deRMo )AdGg−1 = deRMgo , it
follows that
(ΦXv)〈g|e〉 = CQg|e(dg|eπ)Xvg|e = CQg|e(deRMgo)vǫ
= CQg|e(doL
M
g )(deR
M
o )Ad
G
g−1v
ǫ = c(deR
M
o )(Ad
G
g−1)v
ǫ ,
since CQg|e(doL
M
g ) = c as a special case of (4.2). With gt := exp(t u
ǫ)
we obtain
(ΦXv)〈gt|e〉 = c(deRMo )(AdGg−t)vǫ = c(deRMo ) exp(−t aduǫ)vǫ.
Since the linear map c(deR
M
o ) commutes with taking the ∂t-derivative,
it follows that
Xu(ΦXv)〈e|e〉 = de|e(ΦXv)〈uǫ|0e〉 = ∂0t (ΦXv)〈gt|e〉
= c(deR
M
o )∂
0
t exp(−t aduǫ)vǫ = −c(deRMo ) aduǫvǫ = −c(deRMo ) [uǫ, vǫ] = 0,
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since [uǫ, vǫ] ∈ [pǫ, pǫ] ⊂ k implies (deRMo )[uǫ, vǫ] = 0. On the other
hand,
Xu(Xvπ)〈e|e〉 = de|e(Xvπ)Xue|e = de|e(Xvπ)〈uǫ|0e〉
= ∂0t (X
vπ)〈gt|e〉 = ∂0t (λMvǫ )gto = ∂0t (v + ǫQgt(0)v) = 0,
since applying the product rule to the quadratic term yields a term
g0(0) = 0.. Thus
(de|eπ)[X
u, Xv]e|e = ([X
u, Xv]π)〈e|e〉 =
(
Xu(Xvπ)−Xv(Xuπ)
)
〈e|e〉 = 0
and hence
dΦ(Xu, Xv)〈e|e〉 = Xu(ΦXv)〈e|e〉 −Xv(ΦXu)〈e|e〉 − Φe|e[Xu, Xv]e|e
= −c(de|eπ)[Xu, Xv]e|e = 0 .
It follows that
k(u, v)− k0(u, v) = Ωe|e(Xu, Xv)− Ω0e|e(Xu, Xv)
= dΦ(Xu, Xv)〈e|e〉+ 1
2
[(ΦXu)〈e|e〉, (ΦXv)〈e|e〉] = 1
2
[cu, cv].

Now we consider the case where M = G/K is an (irreducible) her-
mitian symmetric space. In this case Z is a complex hermitian
Jordan triple, G− is the identity component of the real Lie group of all
biholomorphic automorphisms of M−, and G+ is the identity compo-
nent of the biholomorphic isometry group of M+, i.e., the biholomor-
phic automorphisms of M+ that preserve the Ka¨hler metric. Both Lie
groups are semi-simple. The identity (6.3) can be polarized and hence
defines the Jordan triple product in terms of the curvature tensor at
the base point o.
Proposition 6.3. In the hermitian symmetric case, the tautological
complexion J0 is integrable.
Proof. By Corollary 5.3 we have to show that the curvature 2-form
K0 of the tautological connexion Θ0 has vanishing (0, 2)-part. By in-
variance under G×H it suffices to consider the base point 〈e|e〉. The
R-bilinear map
(u, v) 7→ D(u, v) = uv∗ − vu∗ ∈ k,
for u, v ∈ Z, satisfiesD(u,√−1v)+D(√−1u, v) = 0 andD(√−1u,√−1v) =
D(u, v). It follows that
D(u, v)+
√−1D(√−1u, v)+√−1D(u,√−1v)−D(√−1u,√−1v) = 0.
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Therefore, Theorem 6.2 shows that
k
0(u, v) = ǫ(def)(uv
∗ − vu∗) = ǫ(def)D(u, v)
has vanishing (0, 2)-part. 
If b : Z → h is an f -covariant anti-linear map, then [b ∧ b](u, v) :=
[bu, bv] defines an f -covariant anti-bilinear map
[b ∧ b] : Z ∧ Z → h.
Theorem 6.4. In the hermitian symmetric case, the invariant com-
plexion J generated by b is integrable if and only if [b ∧ b] = 0.
Proof. By Proposition 4.7 the complexion J is induced by the invariant
connexion Θ generated by −
√−1
2
b. Applying Theorem 6.2 we have
k(u, v)− k0(u, v) = 1
2
[
√−1
2
bu,
√−1
2
bv] = −1
8
[bu, bv]
for all u, v ∈ Z. By Theorem 5.2 the Nijenhuis tensor for J satisfies
Ne|e(X, Y ) = −2k((deπ)X, (deπ)Y ) ∀ X, Y ∈ Te|eQ,
where
k(u, v) = k(u, v)+
√−1k(√−1u, v)+√−1k(u,√−1v)−k(√−1u,√−1v)
is the (0, 2)-part of the curvature k of Θ. Since the tautological com-
plexion J0 on Q is integrable by Proposition 6.3, it follows that
k
0
(u, v)
= k0(u, v)+
√−1k0(√−1u, v)+√−1k0(u,√−1v)−k0(√−1u,√−1v) = 0 .
On the other hand, [b ∧ b] is of type (0, 2) since b is anti-linear by
Proposition 4.6. Therefore
k(u, v) = −1
8
[bu, bv]
and hence
Ne|e(X, Y ) =
1
4
[b(deπ)X, b(deπ)Y ] =
1
4
[b∧b](X⊗Y ) ∀X, Y ∈ Te|eQ.
This implies that N vanishes at the base point 〈e|e〉 if and only if
[b ∧ b] = 0. By G × H-invariance, this implies that N vanishes at all
points 〈g|h〉 ∈ Q. 
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Theorem 6.5. In the hermitian symmetric case, the hermitian homo-
geneous H-bundles Q endowed with an integrable invariant complexion
J are in 1 − 1 correspondence with pairs (f, b) consisting of a ho-
momorphism f : K → L ⊂ H and an f -covariant anti-linear map
b : ToM → h satisfying
[b ∧ b] = 0, (6.4)
modulo the equivalence (f, b) ∼ (IHℓ ◦ f, AdHℓ b), where ℓ ∈ L is arbi-
trary. Via the relation (4.4), we may equivalently consider pairs (f,a)
where a : ToM → l is any f -covariant R-linear map such that
[au,av] = [ajou,ajov] ∀ u, v ∈ ToM. (6.5)
Proof. If a and b are related by (4.4), then the conditions (6.4) and
(6.5) are equivalent. 
Since the classification of Theorem 6.5 uses only data coming from
the group K, which is the same for the hermitian symmetric spaces
M ǫ = Gǫ/K, for ǫ = 0, 1,−1, we obtain:
Corollary 6.6. There is a canonical 1− 1 correspondence between the
sets classifying the hermitian homogeneous H-bundles (P,Q), endowed
with an integrable invariant complexion J, over the hermitian symmet-
ric spaces of compact type, non-compact type and flat type, respectively.
7. Concluding remarks
In order to put our results in perspective, and motivate the general
treatment in the first four Sections, we outline possible generalizations
of our approach. In the geometric quantization program, one consid-
ers more general non-symmetric G-homogeneous spaces N = G/C,
endowed with an invariant complex structure j. An interesting class
of examples is obtained as follows: Let M = G/K be an irreducible
hermitian symmetric space of compact, non-compact or flat type (de-
pending on the choice of G). Then the tangent space Z = To(M) at
the origin o ∈ M is a hermitian Jordan triple. The so-called principal
inner ideals U ⊂ Z are precisely the Peirce 2-spaces U = Z2c for a
given tripotent c ∈ Z. Let Fj denote the Grassmann type manifold of
all such Peirce 2-spaces of fixed rank j ≤ r. More generally, for any
increasing sequence 1 ≤ j1 < j2 < . . . < jℓ ≤ r there is a flag type
manifold Fj1,...,jℓ consisting of all flags U1 ⊂ U2 ⊂ . . . ⊂ Uℓ of Peirce
2-spaces Ui of rank ji. Using the G-action, one can define such flag
manifolds for any tangent space Tx(M), x ∈ M, and obtains a fibre
bundle Nj1,...,jℓ →M with typical fibre Fj1,...,jℓ . This fibre bundle is ho-
mogeneous Nj1,...,jℓ = G/Kj1,...,jℓ, where Kj1,...,jℓ is a closed subgroup of
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K which is the same for the compact, non-compact and flat case. Our
principal result, concerning the classification of holomorphic principal
fibre bundles and the duality between the compact and non-compact
case, may be generalized to this setting [BU].
Another important problem, of interest in quantization theory, is the
explicit construction of Dolbeault cohomology operators depending on
the given complex structure, in the symmetric case or the more general
setting outlined above. A first step towards this goal is a more explicit
realization of the classifying space of holomorphic principal fibre bun-
dles, described in Theorem (6.5) in the symmetric case. According to
(6.4), the basic case H = GLn(C) involves pairwise commuting n× n-
matrices B1, . . . , Bd, where d = dimCG/K, modulo joint conjugation;
already a quite complicated object in algebraic geometry. Finally, the
whole construction depends on the underlying invariant complex struc-
ture j of N = G/C which may not be unique if C is a proper subgroup
of K. Analogous to the Narasimhan-Seshadri Theorem for Riemann
surfaces, the moduli space of invariant complex structures may carry
a canonical projectively flat connexion on the bundle of holomorphic
sections.
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